Pursuant to RFA 6.10, as part of an applicant’s character and fitness review, the following is a list of applicants for the February 2020 Oregon Uniform Bar Examination. Each applicants name must be published for at least 45 days prior to admission. Applicants for admission to practice law in Oregon must demonstrate that they are qualified on moral character and fitness grounds. The Board of Bar Examiners requests that members examine this list and bring to the board’s attention in a signed letter any information that might influence the board in considering the moral character of any applicant for admission. Send correspondence to the Admissions Department, Oregon State Board of Bar Examiners, P.O. Box 231935, Tigard, OR 97281-1935.

Miguel Aguilera
Katia N Alcantar
Lindsay J Anderson
Tewodros Badege
Alexis B Baello
Sarah C Bain
Jason A Baker
Lafayette A Baker
David C Bass
Xiaoman Bian
Aaron M Bishow
Tyler A Blok
Emily D Bower
Bret K Brintzenhofe
Joshua B Brooks
Megan A Brunner
Bridget Buckley
Austin J Burke
Michael T Burleson
Sarah L Butler
Christian A Carlson
Susan M Carter-Soohoo
Anna C Cavaleri
Ever V Chinoda
Dylan R Clark
Elbert M Copple
Margaret M D’Amico
Micheline O D’Angelis
Jody M Davis
Melinda De Bruyne
Eduardo De La Torre
Patricia M DeGaetano
Isaac C Dickson
Arild B Doerge
Lee C Dudley
Jennifer J Esmay
Benjamin R Espana
Brian K Fann
Keanon H Ferguson
Terence L Finley Jr
Christopher I Fobes
Charles P Fournier
Sydney A Frangieh
Quincy K Frazier
Samantha G Galimba
Stephanie D Gallegos
Stuart C Gannon Jr
Ken M Gatter
Anya S Gilbertson
Kevin S Gillespie
Jacob J Glicker
Hugo E Gonzalez Venegas
Janet K Graham
Caleb L Gray
Nelly F Greenberg
Angela C Hajihashemi
Christopher K Hall
Jillian E Hartz
Hamza Z Hashmi
Jihye K Haynes
Danielle S Holmes
Jonathon M Howard
Blake J Howell
Madison N Hubbs
James W R Hull
Chia-Ju Hung
Taylor R Hurwitz
Amanda E Huston
Zachary R Hutsell
Steven J Ipsen
Danielle N Jacobs
Justin S Jager
Kristopher Jensen
Elizabeth A Jones
Jonathan M Kara
Kenneth E Keith
Bakhtawar Khan
Joohee Kim
Paul D Kim
Amanda E Knotts
Kimberly A Koops-Wrabek
Matthew J Kuiken
Illya P Kulish
Will R Kurka
William R LaBarge
Frank E Laboy Blanc
Wayne A Lamb
William H Lamb
Sally A Larson
Laura A Laskey
Emily D LeBlanc
Jason P Levy
Hannah L Lew
Ryan T Lhotsky
Seth L Lichenstein-Hill
Amanda K Linn
Joel G Lopez
Aaron Lubarsky-Ford
Steven R Mach
Daniel L Maher
Sarah Malik
Gregory J Maroni
Matthew S Martin
Lana K Martinez
Blake Marvis
Emma E McDermott
Ryan P McFarland
Stephen R McFarland
Richard A Meadows
Jack W Miller
Thomas S Miller
Heather L Moelter
Mona Moghimian
Saskia P Mooy
Mina M Morkos
Brooke A Mottweiler
Carl I Mueller
Colleen Munoz
Mario Musil
Louis A Nicosia III
Tiffany D Norman-Santoso
Alexander T Norton
Jonathan C Nutsch
Nicole M O’Kief
Kristine Osuna
Elizabeth M Pabjanek
Leanne M Park
Kiyana E Parvas
Michael D Peters
Jason A Peterson
Jessica A Pingleton
Shaina Pomerantz
Brian M Pratt
Jonathan E Puente
Leslie A Punzalan
Stephanie Quintero
Jazzy S Rater
Emily A Reed
Gregory Reed
Sarah E Rissberger
Marc L Rodriguez
Natalie M Rogers
Thomas H Rousse
Megan M Sachet
Naheed Sahak
Aussie M Santos
Scarlett A L Scanlan
Timothy W Schmidt
Kimberly-Claire E Seymour
Uday Shah
Meghan H Shigemitsu
Heidi M Shultz
Katherine M Silsbee
Cole B Sito
Hastiya T Smith
Jennifer A Smith
Malorie S Sneed
Vanessa Mae Soma
Andrew P Soule
Brittan B Spencer
Paul C Stavrou
Shannon N Suehr
Owen D Sutanto
Samantha M Takacs
Cheryl A Taylor
Nicholas J Tealer
Laurel K Thacker
Nicholas J Thibodeau
Erika R Thomas
Jennifer A Trundy
Andrei I Tutui
Felesha I Valdez
Daniel J Valdivia
Preston D Van Winkle
John T Walker
Kevin P Walker
Lydia M Watson
Tayt J Weingarten
Jarrett B Wheeler
Lon H White
Benjamin J Willis
Xian-Ling R Woram
Thomas M Ybarra
Melissa A Yotter
Tanya Zabeti
Joseph P Zuccaro